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RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

POPULATION STUDIED

TASK PLATFORM
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CONTACT INFORMATION

STUDY DESIGN

• 29 Item Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire (Overall Score + 3 Subtests)

• Fake News Detection Task: 6 items/3 Real/3 Fake, Topics: health/crime/immigration/

education/climate change. 4 questions per item + text response box (see Qualitative panel)

RESULTS I

• As seen in Figure 1, we replicate previous work showing greater fake news detection rates

are associated with higher levels of educational attainment

• As seen in Figure 2, our novel finding shows that those with higher levels of EQ were better

at detecting the fake news items

Figure 1 Figure 2

Qualitative analysis why some people fall for fake news

RESULTS II

• Here we replicate previous research which shows that

greater levels of educational attainment are associated

with greater fake news detection proficiency

• Our novel finding shows that high EQ individuals are

better at ignoring the affective content of the news allowing

greater focus on its veracity (> detection rates)

• Our exploratory qualitative data provides additional

insights into why some people fall for fake news

• Emotional intelligence can be trained, such training

could be one way of increasing an individuals ability to

detect fake news

CONCLUSIONS

EQ

• Q1 (Objectivity): ‘the author and attached article 

are objective’

• Q2 (Professionalism): ‘the article looks to be 

produced by a professional’

• Q3 (Argument Strength): ‘the article presents a 

strong argument’, and finally the explicit fake news 

detection question 

• Q4 (Trustworthiness): ‘this source of information is 

credible and trustworthy’.

In this study we investigated whether participants

level of emotional intelligence (EQ) was associated

with their ability to detect fake news items

presented in a real world Facebook format

Objective: Is High EQ associated with greater fake

news detection rates (i.e. are those high in emotional

intelligence better at seeing through the emotional

content of the news item, leading to a great focus on

the veracity of the content)

The participant sample was recruited via the

Psychology Participant Pool and via ads posted

via social media platforms (@UOSPsychology)

87 UK Adult Participants

55 Female

22 Male

17-56 Years Age Range

57 University Level Education

30 School/UK College Level Education
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